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Summary
The diminution of the number of students in our scientific programs in Universities has obviously various origins. The image of the technology and the scientist in his lab is somehow not appealing enough for the high school student. To counteract this trend, we conceived a set of animation able to bring inside high schools some of the leading technology in photonics: namely lasers and applications.
The classical action with formal seminars to the students has to evolved towards a more technical interaction between students and instructors in a concept recently introduced as " La main à la pate" i.e. "Kitchen Physics" First, the availability of mini components -lasers and detectors-greatly ease the task but the price is still too high for a high school budget. We designed a set of rugged experiments, these fit into suitcases (the whole set can fit into a van) to illustrate laser basics and applications. The quantity of experiments enables us to entertain a class of 20 to 25 students for 3 hours. Three different themes are developed always illustrating the laser as a powerful tool for applications. This is done by playing around with various kits of lasers (Helium-Neon gas laser, diode lasers and micro YAG lasers with conversion frequency chain), optical fibers and detectors as web cams and minispectrograms. Unique capabilities of the lasers in terms of beam shape, tunabilty, spectral and spatial power density, are especially pointed out of each experiments. Here, we are putting only little emphasis on the alleged monochromaticity as usually done, but rather on the flexibility of the laser tool. Applications are also demonstrated and commented as barcode readers, free space communication and selective excitation for environment control.
This task is not only technical but involved a social point of view. We decide to take advantage of our students in undergraduate school as technical instructors. The small age difference with high school students certainly ease the communication and can more naturally evoke the university curricula and possibilities.
To introduce these actions, we organize a 6 months exhibit on lasers and applications into the Bordeaux science museum " CAP SCIENCES". Real world applications with various lasers systems have been presented to scholars and teachers together with the set of pedagogical experiments described here. The whole concept, "itinerary class room in laser basics" and the exhibit are now available to other mediation institution on request.
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